It is classic, make it eternal
SKF’s product line for classic cars

SKF Vehicle Aftermarket

Keep style performing. Forever
Driving a vintage car is much more than “owning” a car.
It is universally considered a complement to one’s own identity, the realization of a dream, a
conquest and, above all, a source of pride and happiness.

SKF OE expertise on Classic cars thanks to its
Automotive Heritage Premium kit:
•

Complete kit content: SKF OE bearings, fasteners, SKF Grease Technology, printed
mounting instructions, certificate of authenticity for a professional repair

•

Attractive vintage design and optimized components protection

•

Specific packaging including customized wedges for bearing diameter which is
unique in the market

•

Certificate of original equipment parts with SKF Quality control approval, QR code
for access to all kit information. Dedicated area for mechanic’s stamp, repair date and
mileage for a complete repair traceability that will bring value to the car

Having a car with a long history in the garage also means the celebration of the past, giving it
value, and highlighting the aesthetic beauty by projecting it into the future.
Driving classic vehicles becomes a fun, rewarding and exciting gesture: a way to disconnect
from the problems of everyday life, enhancing their lifestyle.

That’s why SKF today launches SKF Classic, a new line of original products that keep
vintage cars always young.
Because these are products with a history that starts from far away, that is born together
with the same cars where these pieces will come to life.
SKF has accompanied the soul of these historic cars since their design and, today as then,
without ever giving up on quality and perfect performances.

•

Dedicated range offer for most popular iconic and prestigious Classic cars

•

From today the professionals of the field and the lovers of these cars have at their side a
new point of reference. Again.

Specific cataloguing with high-quality linkage on old OE applications for a quick and safe
part identification

•

SKF Explorer bearings with improved performance and reduced CO2 emissions down

SKF Aftermarket Support
Scan the QR code to visit official SKF Aftermarket
website
View the latest SKF innovative products, access the complete product range
and technical support.

Follow SKF Aftermarket YouTube Channel
View helpful technical videos and assembly instructions on our SKF YouTube channel
in a clear and informative way.

SKFAftermarket

Contact SKF Technical Support to help resolve
your automotive problems
helpline@skf.com
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